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ecent advances in imaging technology for
biomedicine, including high-speed microscopy,
automated microscopy, and imaging flow cytometry are
poised to have a large impact on clinical diagnostics, drug
discovery, and biological research. Enhanced acquisition
speed, resolution, and automation of sample handling are
enabling researchers to probe biological phenomena at an
increasing rate and achieve intuitive image-based results.
However, the rich image sets produced by these tools are
massive, possessing potentially millions of frames with
tremendous depth and complexity. As a result, the tools
introduce immense computational requirements, and,
more importantly, the fact that image analysis operates at
a much lower speed than image acquisition limits its ability
to play a role in critical tasks in biomedicine such as
real-time decision making. In this work, we present our
strategy for high-throughput image analysis on a graphical
processing unit platform. We scrutinized our original
algorithm for detecting, tracking, and analyzing cell
morphology in high-speed images and identified
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inefficiencies in image filtering and potential shortcut
routines in the morphological analysis stage. Using our
‘‘grid method’’ for image enhancements resulted in an
8.54 reduction in total run time, whereas origin
centering allowed using a look up table for coordinate
transformation, which reduced the total run time by
55.64. Optimization of parallelization and implementation of specialized image processing hardware will
ultimately enable real-time analysis of high-throughput
image streams and bring wider adoption of assays based
on new imaging technologies. ( JALA 2011;n:nen)

INTRODUCTION
Imaging is ubiquitous in industrial processing,
medicine, environmental science, and cell biology.
Given the diverse modes of imaging that exist, an
image can contain a wealth of information about an
object. Process quality control in semiconductor
manufacturing and particle synthesis uses a number
of spatial metrics from images from scanning electron
microscopy, transmission electron microscopy,
atomic force microscopy, and optical microscopy.1,2
Imaging tools including positron emission tomography, X-ray, magnetic resonance imaging, and computed tomography are widely used in medicine for
diagnostic and prognostic purposes. Ocean and
waterway monitoring, a critical charge of environmental science, can be performed with high-speed
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camera-coupled ﬂow cytometry whereby the diversity and
density of microscopic organisms, key indicators of ecosystem
health, can be identiﬁed.3,4 In cell biology, for example, cell
size, morphology, and location can be extracted from brightﬁeld or phase-contrast images. And, the presence or location
of biomolecules within cells can be obtained from ﬂuorescence
images of chemically labeled cells, which has recently been implemented with automated ﬂuid handling and imagers for
high-content analysis.5 As technology improves, imaging rates
and resolution increase and the cost of acquiring image sets decreases but this can burden the end user or associated analysis
or sorting systems with large image backlogs. Ultimately, both
extreme high-speed bright-ﬁeld imaging and high-content
analysis systems based on ﬂuorescence imaging now have the
propensity to generate truly massive image-based data sets
and will require a method to accommodate the time requirements of the user or system (e.g., real-time results will be required for cell sorting in medicine and cell biology). Only if
automated image analysis can extract useful information and
operate at meaningful rates will emerging image-based technologies ﬁnd utility.
There are numerous applications where images have several advantages over other types of signal outputs and are often the preferred method of analysis. Qualitatively, images
are most eﬀective in conveying certain types of messages.
They may also confer some measurable advantages. For example, ﬂow cytometry measures scattered light to assess cell
size and granularity, but theses values are only relative.6
Analysis of microscopic images, on the other hand, yields
an exact value of size. Image analysis can also be used to distinguish between cells, debris, and clusters of cells where ﬂow
cytometry would yield erroneous results. Spectroscopic readings of biochemically labeled cells in microtiter plates lack
the sensitivity to detect rare cell populations7 and can
vary greatly with cell seeding density. In contrast, highthroughput automated microscopy coupled with automated
image analysis can be used to identify and measure properties of single cells with multiple spectra, high spatial and temporal resolution for measuring dynamic processes, and with
high bit depth. This is a powerful tool for studying complex
biological pathways or measuring heterogeneous response to
stimuli. Further, new tools are being introduced to take images of cells in ﬂow. High-speed CMOS cameras, with high
frame rates, fast shutter speeds, and high sensitivities, have
recently enabled novel studies of highly dynamic events such
as bubble rupture and microscale phenomena in particleladen ﬂow.8e11 Other recent advances in computing, optics,
and electronics have enabled imaging ﬂow cytometry. This
technology has shared roots in ﬂow cytometry and microscopy, and can be applied to problems that would traditionally require multiple pieces of equipment and users trained
in both. The ImageStream system (Amnis Corporation,
Seattle, WA) acquires multispectral/multimodal images at
a rate of 1000 cells per second with sufﬁcient resolution to extract features such as ﬂuorescence intensity, morphology,
and signal localization.12 It will be a useful tool for complex
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problems such as detecting tumor cells in body ﬂuids and
studying hematopoietic cells.12,13
Cell morphology has been studied extensively and is a clinically useful biomarker for several diseases. In this Article,
a high-throughput imaging cytometry system examines morphological features of cells. The dramatic morphological
change that occurs following stimulation of granulocytes
is one example where imaging cytometry will be useful
(Fig. 1). The Amnis ImageStream system has been used to
characterize morphological changes associated with the maturation processes of erythroid cells; traditional biomolecular labels were correlated with morphological changes in size, shape,
texture, and nucleus to cytoplasm ratios.13 Additionally, multispectral imaging ﬂow cytometry has been used for the identiﬁcation of morphological changes such as rufﬂe formations on
HIV-1 infection T-cells.14 In the clinic, cell blocks and smears
are scrutinized for cells with shape and size characteristics that
are indicative of infections and cancer. These examples illustrate the importance of image analysis of morphology. However, the current stage of morphological analysis relegates it
to the role of cell classiﬁcation, whereas biochemical biomarkers are used for critical applications in cell sorting. The
ability to sort cells (requiring real-time measurement and analysis) would greatly enhance the utility of morphology, and this
ability will only be obtained by improvements to image analysis algorithms and processes.
However, these new technologies introduce challenges, especially in image processing and informatics.15 Images can be
very complex signals, with blurring occurring if an object’s
motion is faster than the shutter speed of the camera, and
nonuniform illumination in wide ﬁeld-of-view (FOV) images.
Filtering, measuring, tracking, and ﬁtting data from, for
example, 3D confocal images16 to complex multivariable
models requires lengthy computation. Further, imaging ﬂow
cytometry and high-speed microscopy can produce hundreds
of thousands of images per second. The qualities of these images (multispectral, high spatial and temporal resolution, and
high bit depth) make the ﬁles tremendously large15 adding to
computational requirements. In general, these technologies
require ofﬂine image analysis. Gradually, increased computing power will increase image analysis speed and methods
such as cloud computing image analysis17 will help share
computing power with users on demand. But, for these technologies to be immediately accessible a new strategy that enhances the efﬁciency of image analysis algorithms is required.
Here we present a high-throughput image analysis strategy
for a bright-ﬁeld ﬂow cytometry application with an image
acquisition rate of over 140,000 frames per second. Analysis
of bright-ﬁeld images is in some respects more diﬃcult than
ﬂuorescence images because of the more complex variation
in intensities that are observed, such that our described strategies should also be compatible with ﬂuorescence-based or
other image sets. We ﬁrst examine bottlenecks in the original
detection and analysis algorithm, then design an alternative,
less computationally demanding ﬁltering algorithm, put in
place a new detection strategy, and implement the algorithm
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Figure 1. An example of cellular morphology differences from changes in cell states. High-speed microscopic images of a granulocyte (left)
and a granulocyte activated by a N-formyl-methionine-leucine-phenylalanine (fMLP) chemical treatment (right) with associated measure of
circularity as a characterization of the morphological differences of each cell.
on a graphical processing unit (GPU). Realization of realtime or near real-time analysis will enable systems like this
one to be clinically relevant. The strategy that we describe
here should be considered for future implementations of
high-speed image analysis in hardware.

ALGORITHM

method examines the bottom-hat ﬁltered image using a 70pixel disk (the expected average cell size) to locate the centroid
followed by a polar to Cartesian image transformation. The
cell walls are highlighted by locating the local maximums in
pixel intensity (Fig. 2). Final data outputs are radius measurements at intervals of 4 per cell at each frame.

DESCRIPTION

Image Enhancement and Cell Detection Method
The automated analysis script was built in MATLAB
v2009a (MathWorks, Natick, MA). The algorithm examines
high-speed bright-ﬁeld microscopic images (208  32
pixels  142,857 frames/s) of cells in a high-throughput ﬂowthrough system. The algorithm (1) performs image adjustments, (2) detects the presence of an object, (3) tracks its
motion, and (4) performs a measurement of morphology. The
analysis is implemented frame by frame at a FOV of 23  20
pixels at an upstream location. The cell image signature is enhanced by bottom-hat ﬁltering, which highlights intensity differences in a local area to allow for measurement extractions.
When a cell is detected in the ﬁrst FOV, the morphological
analysis algorithm extracts morphological features. The same
cell is then tracked downstream to examine changes in morphology. Analysis continues by moving the FOV downstream
stepwise until the cell is within the FOV. Analysis continues
until the cell is tracked out of the ﬁeld where then the FOV resets to the upstream location for the detection of the next cell.
Morphological Analysis Routine
On detection of a cell in the FOV, the image is interpolated
and resized 10 (230  200 pixels) to enhance the accuracy of
centroid analysis and the extraction of morphological features
of interest: area, diameter, and topography. The centroid

HARDWARE

ACCELERATION

Recent work in hardware-assisted image analysis acceleration
platforms have been implemented for various highthroughput applications.18 In this section, ﬁrst, we discuss
acceleration platform modalities suited for high-throughput
image analysis and their advantages and disadvantages.
However, to fully use these hardware platforms for image
analysis of cells or particles, the underlying algorithms
for (1) image enhancement, (2) detection, (2) tracking, and
(3) morphological analysis must be optimized for the speciﬁc
platform. A systematic review of algorithm bottlenecks in the
MATLAB-based CPU-run algorithms is ﬁrst performed and
algorithm components with the most intensive computing
requirements are redesigned to optimize performance for
GPU implementation. Converting CPU to GPU processing
alone will not be sufﬁcient to achieve the signiﬁcant increase
in throughput for real-time analysis, thus we have designed
unique GPU-efﬁcient image ﬁltering and GPU-implemented
transformation algorithms that will enable image signaturebased high-throughput analysis for sorting of biological and
biomedical applications. Lastly, we compare the performance
enhancements obtained with the GPU over the CPU
algorithm.
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Figure 2. Automated cell tracking and analysis algorithm framework. The raw video frame is first contrast enhanced by the image filter
algorithm, and the cell detection algorithm examines the field of view (FOV) (in red) for presence of a cell. When a cell is located in
the FOV, the frame is cropped and resized by 10. The morphological analysis algorithm starts by performing centroid analysis to determine
origin of the polar to Cartesian coordinate transformation. The diameters are then extracted from the mapped image. The analysis is then
iterated on the remaining cell image series until the FOV tracks out of frame.

Hardware-Assisted Image Analysis Acceleration
Platforms
GPUs provide a high-performance, low-cost platform for
hardware-assisted image analysis. GPUs use a task parallel
architecture that is primarily targeted toward accelerating
graphics applications. However, they are being used more
widely across other domains including databases,19 weather
forecasting20 and cryptography.21 They are also broadly used
in digital image processing and the medical imaging
ﬁeld.22e24 GPUs use a pipeline designed for efﬁcient independent processing of data, and multiple pipelines are used to
exploit task level parallelism. GPUs outperform the CPUs
by one to two orders of magnitude. They tend to perform
well on highly parallel applications with limited number of
memory accesses. Furthermore, they are ill-suited for applications with substantial amount of control ﬂow, for example,
branching and looping. GPUs are programmed using custom
languages and application programming interfaces (APIs);
for example, the compute uniﬁed device architecture
(CUDA) is an extension of the C programming language developed by NVIDIA for programming their GPUs. This and
other GPU programming languages work using a stream
model of computation where the application is divided into
a set of parallel threads, which explicitly deﬁnes parallelism
and communication.
Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are another option for hardware acceleration, which is also used in a wide
variety of applications. FPGAs use ﬁne-grained programmable logic elements that implement basic Boolean logic functions (e.g., AND, OR, XOR). This creates the opportunity
for substantial customization leading to signiﬁcant performance increases over both CPUs and GPUs. As a concrete
example, an FPGA implementation of the Viola-Jones object
detection algorithm is about four times faster and uses an
4 JALA
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order of magnitude less power than the same algorithm running on a GPU.25 The high degree of customization afforded
by FPGAs is both a blessing and a curse. It provides great
ﬂexibility in terms of the design of an application, yet it substantially increases the programming complexity. FPGA design tools require a signiﬁcant amount of hardware design
expertize. These design environments are a far cry from those
used to program microcontrollers, microprocessors, digital
signal processors, and even GPUs. Therefore, the fundamental tradeoff when using an FPGA boils down to the need for
high performance versus the ease of development.
In summary, FPGAs are typically the best option to create
a high-performance hardware accelerator. However, GPUs
tend to be easier to program and more readily allow for

Figure 3. The grid method filter algorithm. The image is divided
into several grids and each grid is analyzed for the local minimums
or maximums (dots). For each pixel of the erosion or dilated
image, the pixel value is determined by searching the grid for local
minimums and maximums, respectively, within the disk mask.
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Figure 4. (A) Original morphological analysis algorithm. (B) Modified morphological analysis algorithm, where a LUT lowers computation
demands for the (r, q) / (x, y) transformation. Additionally, memory access is reduced as the polar coordinate image is not used.
experimentation in parallelized algorithm design. Our initial
analysis presented in the remainder of this article was done
on GPUs because of reduced development complexity. The
transition to FPGA implementation will build on the work
here emphasizing the design of novel eﬃcient parallelization
routines.

Bottleneck Analysis
To identify components of the algorithm that were most
computationally intensive, we used MATLAB v2009a and

its proﬁler to obtain the run times of three parts of the algorithm: image ﬁlter for image enhancement, morphological
analysis, and other minor operations (detection and tracking). The run time associated for each part breaks down to
33.02%, 59.55%, and 7.42%, respectively. These results
show that the image ﬁlter and morphological analysis constitute most of the computing demands. Therefore, we focused
on accelerating these two parts of the algorithms on the GPU
platform.
These two computationally intensive algorithms are naturally suitable for GPU parallelization because they call on

Figure 5. Recentering field of view (FOV) before coordinate transformation. (A) In the original algorithm, the cell center is not at the
coordinate origin, thus requiring computing time to map each unique coordinate for the polar to Cartesian transformation from the
(a, b) origin. (B) When a recropping event for a new FOV based on the centroid location, this enables the use of the (r, q) / (x, y) transformation look up tables per mapping event.
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high repetition of the same operations. For both image ﬁlter
and morphological analysis, the algorithm can be divided
into many identical operations (e.g., (1) local search operations that ﬁnd minimum values; (2) repetition of simple
transformation algebraic expressions). In a serial CPU program, these operations execute sequentially on the pixels.
Because these operations execute the same computation on
similar data types and without data dependency (e.g., one
operation does not aﬀect the others in a sequence), the image
ﬁlter and morphological analysis algorithms can be implemented with GPUs very well and signiﬁcant speedups can
be expected.

Algorithm Modification
The architecture of GPUs and CPUs are signiﬁcantly different in terms of thread scheduling26 and on-chip memory.27
If the CUDA program has inefﬁcient thread scheduling or
memory access, GPU platforms will be no better than CPUs.
This fact makes it necessary to modify algorithms for efﬁciency and minimal memory access before implementing it
with GPUs.
In the image ﬁlter algorithm, the computing usage is dominated by image adjustment techniques. The main ﬁltering algorithm is the bottom-hat ﬁlter, which uses dilation and
erosion operations. These two operations use a mask to
search either for maximum or minimum values, respectively,
in a local area of the image. The pixel corresponding to the
center of the mask is replaced by the maximum or minimum
value that is found in the local area.28 In the algorithm, the
mask used is a disk area with an area of 16,357 pixels. This
large size is required to ensure higher ﬁdelity in the centroid
analysis process. In the dilation and erosion operations, updating every pixel requires a maximum or minimum value
search among all 16,357 elements at each pixel of the FOV.
Resulting in over 46,000 calls per image (FOV: 230  200
pixels).
In the conventional dilation and erosion operations, each
mask area shares an overlapping region with the next mask.
To minimize researching of these sections, we developed the
‘‘grid method,’’ which organizes the image on to a grid system then reuses the minimum or maximum search result of
this common area by recording minima and maxima of each
grid (Fig. 3). The pixels on the eroded or dilated image are
then replaced by the corresponding value among the local
minima or maxima in each grid. Further adjustments are
possible by tuning the grid size to manage computing load
for balancing resolution and efﬁciency. For a grid size of
40  40, the minimum or maximum search operation for
each image will be 16 elements instead of 16,357 elements.
In the morphological analysis algorithm, the morphological features of the cell (e.g., diameters) are extracted to characterize the shape of the cell. The main operation of this
algorithm is a centroid analysis of the cell to establish the origin for a polar to Cartesian coordinate transformation. The
mapped image is then examined by a threshold analysis to
6 JALA
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Figure 6. Graphical processing unit (GPU) programming model
for grid erosion algorithm. In kernel 1, the local minimum (dots)
search operations are executed in parallel by assigning each grid
to a thread. In kernel 2, the eroded pixel value is found in parallel
by assigning each disk to a thread.
outline cell walls and output the diameter at intervals of q.
In this original state, the algorithm is not suitable for GPU
implementation for two reasons: (1) the centroid deﬁned at
each iteration is not located at the coordinate origin, thus
creating scheduling inefﬁciencies for each GPU thread; and
(2) the polar and Cartesian coordinate systems have different
memory storage patterns, which increase the memory access
latency thus limiting run-time speedups (Fig. 4A).
To address these parallelization limitations, we made adjustments to both the centroid algorithm and data storage
and access strategies. First, on ﬁnding the centroid, the image
is adjusted such that the centroid coordinate is also the origin
of the polar coordinate (Fig. 5). Because the transformation
from (r, q) / (x, y) are the same for all frames, the computation load for each GPU thread is predictable making it possible
to assign threads efﬁciently in the GPU programming model.
We next changed the memory storage and access strategy
(Fig. 4B). Instead of searching along all possible (r, q) values,
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the new method accesses a (r, q) / (x, y) look-up-table (LUT)
memory to ﬁnd a corresponding pixel in the polar coordinate
instead of algebraically converting the entire image into a Cartesian coordinate system. This strategy will result in quicker
access times for mapping (r, q) / (x, y).

thread arrangement. The reduction method is not implementable for this version of the program, but in future revisions this
process will aid in further decreasing run times. At this state,
we have kept the minimum gray-scale pixel searching as a serial
process within each GPU thread (Fig. 4B).

GPU Programming Model

Results

The GPU program for the grid method bottom-hat ﬁlter
consists of two modules: (1) erosion and (2) dilation. These
two modules are very similar to each other erosion being
a search for minimum values and dilation being a search
for maximum values. Otherwise, the GPU programming
models are the same for both modules. Here, we describe
the GPU programming model for erosion.
The grid erosion algorithm consists of two phases: (1) ﬁnding a local minimum for each grid and (2) replacing the pixel
on the erosion image with the minimum value among the local minimums of all grids inside or intersecting with the disk
mask. The GPU grid erosion program model can parallelize
these two phases using two kernels (Fig. 6). In the ﬁrst kernel, we assigned a thread to each grid. The thread executes
the local minimum value searching for the correspondent
grid. In the second kernel, we assigned a thread to each pixel
that is to be updated. The thread searches for the minimum
value among the local minimums found in the ﬁrst phase.
The morphological analysis GPU programming model uses
a parallel threading scheme. Each thread is scheduled to operate at a deﬁned q, for the (r, q) / (x, y) transformation. Further parallelization can be achieved by a reduction of GPU

Image ﬁlter algorithm optimization using the grid erosion
bottom-hat method results in distortion at the peripheries of
the image (Fig. 7A). The interior of the image displays minimal differences against the conventional bottom-hat method
(Fig. 7B). Error analysis of the grid erosion method highlights the top left corner in the ﬁnal bottom-hat image with
higher error when comparing between the grid method and
conventional method. This artifact is due in part to the grid
erosion disk mask starting the grid analysis method at the
upper left corner. These errors are compounded with the dilation operation to produce the high local error in ﬁnal ﬁlter
output. The ﬁnal total error of the top left region is approximately 30% difference compared with the conventional
method. Additionally, by using the grid method, high local
intensity variations are completely smoothed out. These errors are not expected to interfere signiﬁcantly with ﬁnal morphological output as morphological analysis routine uses
maxima threshold rules to extract diameter measurements.
However, one can decrease the ﬁltering error by adjusting
to a smaller grid size.
Lastly, we compared the optimized image ﬁlter and morphological algorithm for GPU processing to the native

Figure 7. Results of bottom-hat filter using the grid erosion method. (A) Visual comparison of the gray-scale images of original bottom-hat
filtered image (middle) versus the grid erosion method bottom-hat filtered image (right). (B) Error analysis of the grid erosion bottom-hat
filter method against the na€ıve bottom-hat filter method illustrating that the highest errors are along the edges of the image, while interior
pixel values are conserved.
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approximately 200 min. To date, after algorithm adjustments
and processing done on the GPU, processing time is reduced
to under 10 min on a single processing unit (a 20.30 reduction). Parallel jobs will allow for even greater improvement.
However, to achieve real-time analysis capabilities work remains to further improve the algorithms and eventually transition from a GPU to an FPGA. This shift often imparts an
additional speedup that will ultimately be necessary to elicit
wider adoption of biomedical technologies, which require
computationally demanding image analysis.
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Figure 8. Run-time improvements against baseline algorithm.
The grid erosion (GE) routine for the bottom-hat filter method
achieves a 2.15 run-time improvement on a CPU, and an
8.54 run-time improvement when implemented on a graphical
processing unit (GPU). The coordinate transformation look-uptable (LUT) routine achieves a 2.88 run-time improvement on
a CPU, and a 55.64 run-time improvement when implemented
on a GPU.
CPU code. The testing was done on a 64-bit Intel Core i7
1.60 GHz machine with 6 GB RAM and NVIDIA
GT230M GPU. Our ﬁrst benchmark compared the conventional bottom-hat ﬁlter against the grid method. The grid
method bottom-hat ﬁlter algorithm resulted in a 2.15
speedup against the baseline algorithm (Fig. 8). When this
is implemented on GPU hardware, we see a total decrease
of 8.54 speedup.
The morphological analysis algorithm when modiﬁed with
the transformation LUT also decreased the run time dramatically. When compared with the original method without coordinate correction and the use of the transformation LUT,
there is a 2.88 decrease in run time on a CPU, and when
implemented on GPU, there is a 55.64 decrease in run time.
As discussed in the previous section, we can expect further
decreases in run time as we adjust the degree of batchimage processes. Determining the optimal batch rate is an
on-going investigation.
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